
producent Asmara Beraki (Cinema Belongs To Us, s.r.o.), dále hrají Anna Cónová, Luboš Veselý, Pavla Beretová, Cyril Drozda, Marek Němec a další

scénář a režie Josef Tuka, dramaturgie milena jelinek, kamera Jan Cabalka, střih Šimon Hájek, zvuk Filip Slavík, vedoucí výroby Šárka Tomanová

architektonické řešení Jan Cabalka a Josef Tuka, hudba moin moin a Vojtěch Procházka, kostýmy Zoltán Tóth, masky Olga Horáčková
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absence blízkosti
Jana Plodková ve filmu

o rodičovské lásce v hluku lesní samoty
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SYNOPSIS

ABOUT THE DIRECTOR

The film tells a story of a single mother Hedvika and her newborn Adélka. Hedvika is struggling 
with the lack of maternal affection towards her daughter. When she one night finds the diaries of her 
late father from the time of her own childhood, she decides to try to overcome the absence of closeness 
by reading them and by visiting the places she used to know as a child. She tries to uncover the whole 
painful family history despite her mother’s strong disapproval in order to reconcile with her own past 
and to move towards the future. The Absence of Closeness is an intimate psychological drama 
taking place at the end of one hot summer.

Josef Tuka (b. 1979) studied radio and TV scripting and programming at the Janáček Academy 
of Music and Performing Arts in Brno, and then film direction under Věra Chytilová at Prague’s FAMU. 
He shot several shorts as a student, of which the biggest successes were his bachelor’s degree film 
Saharan Sands (2009) and his graduation work Small Circle of Attention (2011). The latter was 
a finalist for the 2011 Magnesia Award in the student film category as part of the annual awards 
presented by the Czech Film and Television Academy. That same year saw the premiere of a Karel 
Čapek story adaptation, “Mr Janík’s Cases”, that he made for the Czech Television series “Čapek’s 
Pockets”. Two years later his screenplay Blue Ribbon Champagne won a Film Foundation award. 
Absence of Closeness is his feature film debut.



FROM THE DIRECTOR

ABOUT THE STAFF

“I recently stumbled across the diaries of my grandfather, who had recorded my mother’s childhood, 
and I was surprised at how moving they were. I wouldn’t have expected that from a man, and it made 
me wonder what inspired it: Was it really the feeling of being a father, or was it actually self-centered-
ness, in the sense of ‘Here I am documenting the perfect image of myself?’ That’s what kickstarted 
my inspiration for writing the story.”

Screenplay: Josef Tuka
Director of Photography: Jan Cabalka
Editor: Šimon Hájek
Sound: Filip Slavík
Music: Moin Moin and Vojtěch Procházka
Coproduction: Michal Křeček - MagicLab (CZ)
Producer: Asmara Beraki - Cinema Belongs To Us (CZ)

Czech Republic, 2017, 65 min

The world premiere took a place 3/7/2017 in section East of the West - Competition 
at Karlovy Vary International Film Festival. 

CONTACTS

e-mail: info@cinemabelongs.com
website: www.absenceblizkosti.cz


